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THE COMPANIONS OF JEHU
AN INTRODUCTORY WORD TO THE READER
about a year ago my old friend, Jules Simon, author of "Devoir," came to me with a request that
"
I gave
I write a novel for the "Journal pour Tous.
him the outline of a novel which I had in mind. The subject pleased him, and the contract was signed on the spot.

JUST

The action occurred between 1791 and 1793, and the first
chapter opened at Varennes the evening of the king's arrest.
Only, impatient as was the "Journal pour Tous," I demanded a fortnight of Jules Simon before beginning my
I wished to go to Varennes;' I was not acquainted
novel.
with the locality, and I confess there is one thing I cannot
do; I am unable to write a novel or a drama about localities
with which I am not familiar.
In order to write "Christine" I went to Fontainebleau:
in writing "Henri III." I went to Blois; for "Les Trois
Mousquetaires" I went to Boulogne and Be"thune; for
"
Monte- Cristo" I returned to the Catalans and the Chateau
d'lf; for "Isaac Laquedem" I revisited Borne; and I certainly spent more time studying Jerusalem and Corinth
from a distance than if I had gone there.
This gives such a character of veracity to all that I

whom

I create
write, that the personages
such integral parts of the places in
them that, as a consequence, many end

ally

their actual existence.

claim to have

become eventuwhich I planted

by believing in
There are even some people who

known them.
(3)
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111 this connection, dear readers, I am going to tell
you
something in confidence only do not repeat it. I do not
wish to injure honest fathers of families who live by this
little industry, but if you go to Marseilles you will be shown
there the house of Morel on the Cours, the house of Merce'des at the Catalans, ami the dungeons of Dantes and Faria
at the Chateau d'If.
When I staged "Monte- Cristo" at the Theatre-Historique,
I wrote to Marseilles for a plan of the Chateau d'If, which
was sent to me. This drawing was for the use of the scene
The artist to whom I had recourse forwarded me
painter.
the desired plan. He even did better than I would have
dared ask of him; he wrote beneath it: "View of the
Chateau d'If, from the side where Dantes was thrown into

the sea."
I

have learned since that a worthy man, a guide attached
Chateau d'If, sells pens made of fish-bone by the

to the

Abbe

Faria himself.

There

but one unfortunate circumstance concerning
is, Dantes and the Abbe Faria have never existed save in my imagination; consequently, Dantes could
not have been precipitated from the top to the bottom of
the Chateau d'If, nor could the Abbe Faria have made
is

this; the fact

pens.

But

that

is

what comes from

visiting these locali-

ties in person.

my

Therefore, I wished to visit Varennes before commencing
novel, because the first chapter was to open in that city.

Besides, historically, Varennes worried me considerably the
more I perused the historical accounts of Varennes, the less
I was able to understand, topographically, the king's arrest.
;

I therefore proposed to my young friend, Paul Bocage,
accompany me to Varennes. I was sure in advance

that he

would accept. To merely propose such a trip to his
picturesque and charming mind was to make him bound
from his chair to the train.
took the railroad to Chalons. There we bargained
with a livery- stable keeper, who agreed, for a consideration
that he

We
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with a horse and carriage.
were seven days on the trip, three days to go from
Chalons to Varennes, one day to make the requisite local
researches in the city, and three days to return from Vaof ten francs a day, to furnish us

We

rennes to Chalons.

with a degree of satisfaction which you will
comprehend, that not a single historian had been historical, and with still greater satisfaction that M. Thiers
had been the least accurate of all these historians. I had
The only one
already suspected this, but was not certain.
who had been accurate, with absolute accuracy, was Victor
"
in his book called "The Ehine.
It is true that
I recognized

easily

Hugo

Victor

Hugo

is

a poet and not a historian.

these poets would make,
come historians!

if

What

historians

they would but consent to be-

One day Lamartine asked me to what I attributed the
"
immense success of his "Histoire des Girondins.

"To
I

this,

because in

answered him.

lieve,

He

it

you rose

to the level of a novel,"
and ended, I be-

reflected for a while

by agreeing with me.

I spent a day, therefore, at Varennes and visited all the
localities necessary for
novel, which was to be called

"Rene d'Argonne. "

my

Then

I returned.

My

son was stay-

ing in the country at Sainte-Assise, near Melun; my room
awaited me, and I resolved to go there to write my novel.
I am acquainted with no two characters more dissimilar
than Alexandre's and mine, which nevertheless harmonize
It is true we pass many enjoyable hours during
so well.
our separations; but none I think pleasanter than those

we spend
I

together.
installed there for three or four days endeav-

had been

oring to begin my "Rene d'Argonne," taking up my pen,
then laying it aside almost immediately. The thing would
not go. I consoled myself by telling stories. Chance willed
that I should relate ojie which Noclier had told me of four
young men affiliated with the Company of Jehu, who had

been executed

at

Bourg

in Bresse

amid the most dramatic
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One of these four young men, he who had
found the greatest difficulty in dying, or rather he whom
they had the greatest difficulty in killing, was but nineteen
circumstances.

and a half years old.
Alexandre listened
When I had finished:
I

to

my

story with

"Do you know,"

much
said

interest.

he,

"what

should do in your place?"

"What?"
"I should lay aside 'Rene d'Argonne,' which refuses to
and in its stead I should write 'The Companions

materialize,
of Jehu.
'

'

"But

just think, I have had that other novel in
for a year or two, and it is almost finished."
"It never will be since it is not finished now."

"Perhaps you are

right,

mind

but I shall lose six months

re-

gaining my present vantage-ground."
"(rood! In three days you will have written half a
volume.
'

'

"Then you

will help

me."

"Yes, for I shall give you two characters."
"Is that all?"

"You are too exacting! The rest is your affair; I am
busy with my 'Question d 'Argent.'
"Well, who are your two characters, then?"
"An English gentleman and a French captain."
"Introduce the Englishman first."
"Very well." And Alexandre drew Lord Tanlay's por'

trait for pie.

"Your English gentleman pleases me," said I: "now let
us see your French captain."
"My French captain is a mysterious character, who
courts death with all his might, without being able to accomplish his desire; so that each time he rushes into mortal
danger he performs some brilliant feat which secures him
promotion.
"But why does he wish to get himself killed?"
"Because he is disgusted with life."
'

'
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"

Why

is

he disgusted with

That will be the secret
"It must be told in the end."

"On

the contrary,
readers will

"The

I,

in

your

demand

?"

life

"Ah!

1

of the

place,

book."

would not

tell it."

it."

"You will reply that they have only to search for
you must leave them something to do, these readers

it;

of

yours."

"Dear

friend, I shall be overwhelmed with letters."
need not answer them."
Yes, but for my personal gratification I, at least, must
know why my hero longs to die.
"Oh, I do not refuse to tell you."

"You
' '

'

"Let me

'

hear, then."

"Well, suppose, instead of being professor of
Abelard had been a soldier."

dialectics,

"Well?"
let

"Well,
"

us suppose that a bullet

"

Excellent !"-

You understand ? Instead of withdrawing to Paraclet,
he would have courted death at every possible opportunity."
Hum That will be difficult.
In what way ?'
Difficult
"To make the public swallow that."
"But since you are not going to tell the public."
'

'

'

'

'

'

!

' '

'

!

"That

is true.

By my

faith, I believe

you

are right.

^Vait."

"I am waiting."
"Have you Nodier's 'Souvenirs de la Revolution'? I
believe he wrote one or two pages about Guyon, Lepretre,
"
Atniet and Hyvert.
"They will say, then, that you have plagiarized from
Nodier."

He loved me well enough during his
me whatever I shall take from him after
Go fetch me the 'Souvenirs de la Revolution.' "
Alexandre brought me the book. I opened
"Oh!

refuse

life

not to

his death.

it,

turned
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over two or three pages, and at last discovered what I was
little of Nodier, dear readers, you will lose,
looking for.
nothing by it. It is he who is speaking:

A

The highwaymen who attacked the diligences, as mentioned in the article on Amiet, which I quoted just now,
were called Lepretre, Hy vert, Guyon and Amiet.
Lepretre was forty- eight years old. He was formerly
a captain of dragoons, a knight of St. Louis, of a noble
countenance, prepossessing carriage and much elegance of

Guyon and Amiet have never been known by
They owe that to the accommodating
prevailing among the vendors of passports of those

manner.

their real names.
spirit

Let the reader picture to himself two dare-devils
days.
between twenty and thirty years of age, allied by some

common

responsibility, the sequence, perhaps, of some misdeed, or, by a more cfelicate and generous interest, the fear
Then you will know
of compromising their family name.
The latter had
of Guyon and Amiet all that I can recall.
a sinister countenance, to which, perhaps, he owes the
bad reputation with which all his biographers have credited
him.
Hyvert was the son of a rich merchant of Lyons,
who had offered the sub-officer charged with his deportation
He was at once
sixty thousand francs to permit his escape.
He was of medium
the Achilles and the Pans of the band.
height but well formed, lithe, and of graceful and pleasing
address. His eyes were never without animation nor his lips
without a smile. His was one of those countenances which
are never forgotten, and which present an inexpressible

blending of sweetness and strength, tenderness ancl energy.
When he yielded to the eloquent petulance of his inspirations he soared to enthusiasm.
His conversation revealed
the rudiments of an excellent early education and much
natural intelligence.
That which was so terrifying in him
was his tone of heedless gayety, which contrasted so horriFor the rest, he was unanimously
bly with his position.
conceded to be kind, generous, humane, lenient toward
the weak, while with the strong he loved to display a
vigor truly athletic which his somewhat effeminate features
were far from indicating. He boasted that he had never
been without money, and had no enemies. That was his
sole reply to the charges of theft and assassination. He was

twenty-two years old.

To

these four

men was

intrusted the attack

upon a

dili-
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geuce conveying forty thousand francs of government money.
This deed was transacted in broad daylight, with an exchange of mutual courtesy almost; and the travellers, who
were not disturbed by the attack, gave little heed to it.
But a child of only ten years of age, with reckless bravado,
seized the pistol of the conductor and fired it into the midst
As this peaceful weapon, according to
of the assailants.
the custom, was only charged with powder, no one was
injured; but the occupants of the coach quite naturally
The little boy's
experienced a lively fear of reprisals.
mother fell into violent hysterics. This new disturbance
created a general diversion which dominated all the preceding events and particularly attracted the attention of the
One of them flew to the woman's side, reassuring
robbers.
her in the most affectionate manner, while complimenting
her upon her son's precocious courage, and courteously
pressed upon her the salts and perfumes with which these

gentlemen were ordinarily provided for their own use. She
regained consciousness. In the excitement of the moment
her travelling companions noticed that the highwayman's
mask had fallen off, but they did not see his face.
The police of those days, restricted to mere impotent
supervision, were unable to cope with the depredations of
these banditti, although they did not lack the means to follow them up. Appointments were made at the cafes, and
narratives relating to deeds carrying with them the penalty
of death circulated freely through all the billiard-halls in
Such was the importance which the culprits and
the land.
the public attached to the police.

These men of blood and terror assembled in society in
the evening, and discussed their nocturnal expeditions as if
they had been mere pleasure- parties.
'Lepretre, Hy vert, Amiet and Guyon were arraigned before the tribunal of a neighboring department.
No- one
save the Treasury had suffered from their attack, and there
was no one to identify them save the lady who took very
good care not to do so. They were therefore acquitted
unanimously.
Nevertheless, the evidence against them so obviously
called for conviction, that the Ministry was forced to apThe verdict was set aside; but
peal from this decision.
such was the government's vacillation, that it hesitated to
punish excesses that might on the morrow be regarded as
virtues.
The accused were cited before the tribunal of Ain.
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